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Attached as a Word document (and reproduced in ASCI below) is a report on a 
genome sequencing meeting I just attended. ' 

Steve K. 

Report on "Bermuda 3" 
(S . Koonin, 3/1/98) 

On February 27-28, 1998 I attended the 3rd International Strategy Meeting 
on Human Genome Sequencing in Hamilton, Bermuda. 

~his annual meeting, organized by the Wellcome Trust , brought together most 
nd all -of the major) sequencing centers around the world . 

..:l.presentatives of the NIH, DOE, and foreign funding agencies were . also 
there. · Given the flap that the JASON report and Science summary stirred up 
in the NIH, both Ari Patrinos and Francis Collins thought it would be 
useful for me to attend (although no doubt for very different reasons) . 

There follows a brief summary of what I saw and heard . It would be best if 
it were treated as "CONFIDENTIAL" and not circulated to anyone else. I was 
a guest observer to open and frank ' discussions among the participants and I 
don' .t think it appropriate to violate that confidence. 

Pace and organization 

About 69 Mb of finished human sequence have been deposited in GenBank 
during the past year, so that ~oughly 113 Mb total have been done. Most of 
this year's production is due to th~ three largest centers, as shown in the 
table below. Listed are the actual production during the past year (in 
Mb), as well as the predictions they made one year ago at Bermuda 2. 

Sanger 
WashU 
Whitehead 

Predicted 
35 

24 
20 

Actual 
21.4 

19.7 
4.9 

Simila~ figures for all of the centers show that cumulative prediction 
·.ceeded actual by a factor of 2.4. 

Production next year is likely to be somewhat better as Sanger will be 
shifting about 40% of their capacity from other organisms to human. 

Predictions for the coming year show most centers expecting to more than 



double "their throughput. Many said they are ramping up so quickly that 
their .forward projection is based on most recent capacity, not iast year's 
prcduction. But I sensed a surprising lack of rigor in these predictions. 
Only the DOE presented detailed production goals (month-by-month) and how 
well they were performing against them. Given the past record, it is hard 

, avoid the impression of over-optimism in this year's p~edictions; time 
11 tell. Many folks expreSsed privately growing concern that the 2005 

completion goal will not be met and that "victory" will need to be redefined. 

There was some (apparently new) discussion that the project is really about · 
creating a large-scale sequencing infrastructure, not just doing the human 
genome . This capability would then be applied to succession of organisms 
and research projects. Already there is talk of the mouse and how it might 
be p.hased in; there is als9 some worry about divert.ing resources from the 
human project . 

The steps of library construction, mapping, sequencing, and finishing have 
capacities in that order. Adequate libraries are in hand and mapping is a 
year or two ahead of sequencing. The real bottleneck is finishing and 
essentially all of the centers reported that the pacing item here is 
personnel. Identifying, attracting, training, motivating, and retaining 
these people · are all challenges, . as is defining the career path for them . 
The .ninfrastructure" pitch noted above was suggested as a way of 
accomplishing the latter. However, I believe that technology improvements 
will make the analogy to bubble chamber scanners more apt than is 
comfortable. 

Quality 
The party line remains 1. in 1.0,000, although a fair n.umber admit privately 
~hat this is a stretch goal "meant to motivate and that lin 1,000 would do 

ite well for most uses. Estimates of cost vs . quality are hard to corne 
f (as are estimates of cost alone!), ·but the need to assemble well may 

make 1 in 10,000 the de facto st.andard just to get the job done at all with 
any accur:acy. 

Francis Collins presented ~he results of a recent NIH QA exercise. · In 
brief, four random .nfinished" clones totaling about; 200 kb were selected 
from each center and sent to two others for checking. The raw data files, 
as well as the material, were exchanged. After reassembly, the checkers 
resolved remaining discrepancies by selective resequencing. The results 
showed agreement to better than 1 in 10,000 for 22 of the 36 clones tested. 

A similar exercise, involving all of the world's centers, · was agreed to 
for the corning yei=lr. 

There are, in my mind, three problems with this. One is that the clones 
were IIrand.om ~ II It would have provided more information if both "typical" 
and "hard" clones were selected . Second, more of the process would have 
been tested (i.e., the sequencing) if only the material had been 
circulated, without the raw data files. Third, knowing the sequence 
determined by the first group biased the checkers I resultsi a blind test 
would have been better. When I raised these objections, both the cost and 
effort involved w~re cited as obstacles. But as capacity grows, these 
become less of a consideration . 

I sense a reluctance to push the testing 'too hard, perhaps because of what 
might show. I also became convinced that our "gold standard" suggest i on 

_8 merit Including sequence with difficul t regions like poly-G or such 
would really test the system against the claimed accuracy. (Of course, if 
one says that the accuracy is only a goal anyway, perhaps its not so 
important to do this!) 



I 

A similar, but independent measure of quality can be had by comparing 
indep~ndent sequences of the same region deposited in "GenBank. In general, 
the centers have pretty much carved up the genome into assigned" territories 
(lots of interesting political discussion her.e!) I so the chances of doi!l9 
this extensively are less' than they might be. Nevertheless, NCBl has 
tarted doing such comparisons very recently, anq the private word is that 
ley1re finding 1 in 300 differences, which is too many in view of the 

expected polymorphism rate. This sort of test will become easier as more 
sequence ' is dep.osited, and IIII bet there will be some surprises. 

The .suggestion from Phil Green that a quality measure be re"quired for all 
databas~ submissions was generally viewed. as a fine goal, · but premature for 
many of the centers. IIQualityll is generally iriterpreted as the PHRAP 
measure, but there's still some subjectivity depending upon how the program 
is used, etc. 

Most groups now check assembly by Mcn with 3 different digests to catch 
gross errors. The trade offs of doing more digests to · test accuracy more 
stringently haven't really been explored. 

Contiguity came up as a quality issue. Some centers are routinely 
submitting 500 kb contigs, while others haven't reached that level. Lack 
of contiguity is essentially a deferred cost, since the gaps that remain 
are usually due to some IIproblem" sequence, which can be costly and time 
consuming to resolve. (Someone estimated to me privately that 30% of the 
time and effort goes into closing these annoying gaps.) Just how important 
contiguity is remains unknown. In by now characteristic style, my 
suggestion privately to some that the users and uses be considered didn't 
find much favor. Nor did the notion floated publicly by someone else that 
the databases only accept contigs longer that 500 kb. Note that the 
r:ontiguity issue also bears on when one declares that the project is "done. 1I 

Technology 
Ninety-six lanes on the ABI 377 seems about to happen, and most people were 
plea:sed with this, although it will be costly ($30k per machine upgrade) . 
Automation is spotty, but seems to be done pretty well where it is pursued 
seriously. A capillary replacement for slab gels as presented by LBNL 
looks promising, but there are outstanding questions about costs, 
reliability, and even the importance and utility of such a replacement. 

As noted above, the real bottleneck is finishing. A working group will be 
established to define a finishing "best practice" and it seems likely that 
a common "log" of difficult sequence will be started. This latter to try 
to understand where the real hangups are. Under deve~opment are variant 
enzymes better suited to handling one or another sort of problem sequence; 
these are to be collected to form a finishers "tool kit." While all of 
these are good ideas, ' they seem long overdue; I was surprised that there 
had been . little inter-center communication about this sort of thing. 

Many bemoaned the lack of substantial progress in technology, either 
evolutionary or revolutionary. I think that they've got the wrong set of 
people looking at the problems . Mostly it's been the sequencing community 
itself. The process engineers, ChernE's, applied physicist.s, etc. need to 
be entrained. (Of course, we said that in the report!) 
Informatics 

.e ~greement at the first Bermuda meeting that sequence would be publicly 
available as soon as possible seems to be adhered to byalmost everyone. 
There were two nations represented for which this is causing some trouble, 
and some form of public pressure will be applied. There was also the hope 
that this sam~ sort of openness and immediacy would extend to sequences 



from other organisms. 

There was an amusing discussion about annotation; who's job it is, how much 
should be done" in what formats, how it should be updated, etc. The 
majority (and sensible) view was to have minimal annotation by the 

~quencing centers and in the permanent databases, and rather let the 
olving and interconnected web of links to the published literature serve 

as the annotation. This seems like a good (and feasible) information- age 
solution . 

I had several good discussions with Jim Ostell from NCBI about the 
logistics of maintaining GenBank , the tools he provides to the public, and 
novel uses of the data. He'd be a good speaker for the Spring Meeting, and 
someone we should hear from in this summer's session on informatics , ' The 
European , analog to GenBank (EBI)' was well represented and seems an e~ally 
capable organization. 

Programs like PHRED/ PHRAP and BLAST, whi*e sti l l imperfect, are pretty good 
de facto standards for what they do. However, higher-level apalyses, like 
gene ' finding, are in a more irregul ar state , and could well benefit from 
some outside l ook. 

JASON report 
Despite the sturm und drang from some in the sequencing community, private 
conversations showed that our report found an , interested and favorable 
audience. Most were pleased to see physical scientists engaged in 
sequencing problems, and many of our recommendations and observations kept 
coming up in the private discussions . (Whether there is cause and effect 
here, in either direct'ion, is an interesting b~t largely irrelevant 
question.) Maybe people ~ere just being polite (the tenor of all of the 
~nteractions was much more genteel than is the norm in physics), but my 

nse that we ,"got it right", at least in the larg~, was reinforced. 

I think I managed to patch things up with Phil Green and Francis Collins . 
Beyond some of the technical nit-picking and' a sensitivity to the 
unprecedented outside scrutiny, much of the problem here can be summari~ed 
by the reaction "Of course!; we've already thought of that. · You just 
didn 1 t hear about it because of the mostly DOE briefers you had." Indeed, 
I could well have interpreted some of ~rancis' and Phil ' s public remarks as 
the unacknowledged echo~5 of our recommendations, 

Future JASON engagements with the HGP need to ,be done with a bit more tact 
and thoroughness, involving the NIH and DOE as equals. I think NIH is 
amenable to th,at. 

End notes 

In rereading this and the "official ll report of last year's meeting, I was 
struck by the similarity of the two . Everyone seems to, be so busy cranking 
out sequence that the issues and suggestions discusse~ above get short 
shrift. 

Althpugh the venue was charming, this wasn 1 t the boondoggle it might seem. 
Rather I had two days solid of meetings without the chance to see anyt hing 
of the island (which appeared to be a place worth going back to as a 
tourist) . But overall, a worthwhile trip. 
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